COUNCIL BRIEFING AGENDA
7.11

07 DECEMBER 2021

BEATTY PARK PROJECT - STATUS UPDATE AND CHANGE REQUEST

Attachments:

1.
2.
3.
4.

BPLC Closure and Lessons Learned Phase 1
Project on a Page (Proposed) Beatty Park 2062 Advocacy
Project on a Page (Proposed) Beatty Park Infrastructure Works
Project on a Page Approved 30 June 2021 - CBP Strategic Project 3 BPLC Advocacy and Infrastructure Works

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

ACCEPTS the Project Closure and Lessons Learned report for Phase 1 of the Beatty Park
Leisure Centre Infrastructure Renewals project (Attachment 1); and

2.

APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY:
2.1

Project scope and budget for Beatty Park Leisure Centre - Facilities Infrastructure
Renewal, updating the Corporate Business Plan Strategic Project 3;
2.1.1 Incorporating Project on a Page 3.1 Beatty Park 2062 Advocacy (Attachment 2)
and Project on a Page 3.2 Beatty Park 2062 Infrastructure Works (Attachment 3);
and
2.1.2 Replacing the Project on a Page approved 30 June 2021 (Attachment 4), with any
remaining project deliverables managed via the approved capital works
program;

2.2

A net increase in capital expenditure in the 2021/2022 Annual Budget of $1,155,631,
funded by the following allocations:
2.2.1 Local Government Roads and Community Infrastructure grant funding (tranche
3) of $541,144; and
2.2.2 A reduction in the forecast year end operating surplus at 30 June 2022 of
$614,487.

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
Provides:
a)
b)
c)

a project closure report for the first phase of the Beatty Park Leisure Centre Infrastructure Works,
a new project on a page, for second phase of the Beatty Park Leisure Centre Infrastructure Works,
net increase in capital expenditure in the 2021/2022 Annual Budget.

BACKGROUND:
Business Case Approved
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 20 October 2020, it was resolved that Council:
Council Decision Item 11.1:
APPROVES the Business Case for the Beatty Park Leisure Centre Upgrade, as listed in the CBP
2020/21-2023/24 as item 23.
The Business Case noted that $2.93M had been allocated to five projects, being:
1. Inside Pool tiling,
2. Inside Pool filtration,
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3. Change room renewal and other water playground improvements,
4. Electrical renewal to the grandstand structure and associated tenancies, and
5. Critical maintenance to the grandstand, as identified in the 2019 structural assessment.
The Business Case explicitly covered projects 1 to 3, of which $2.33M was allocated of the original $2.93M.
With a proposed closure period of 5 months, reduction in income was estimated to be $755,250. The exact
dates were contingent on contractor availability.
Project Variation – Projects 1 and 2
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 15 December 2020 it was resolved that Council:
Council Decision Item 10.8:
ACCEPTS the tender submitted by All Class Tiling Services for Tender IE103/2020 Beatty Park
Leisure Centre 25m Leisure Pool Retiling.
Council Decision Item 10.7:
ACCEPTS the tender (Option 1) submitted by Trisleys Hydraulic Services for Tender IE99/2020 for
Beatty Park Leisure Centre Filtration Plant Replacement and Outdoor and Dive Pool Works;
APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY the allocation of additional funds of $300,000 within the
2020/21 Annual Budget for this project.
Project Variation – Project 3
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 16 February 2021, it was resolved that Council:
Council Decision Item 11.9:
1. APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY the allocation of additional funds of $162,330
(inc GST) in the 2020/21 Annual Budget to deliver the project variation request entitled
“slide in the children’s water playground”; and
2. NOTES recent technical advice that the indoor pool concourse tiling is non-compliant in
terms of its non-slip capacity, which increases the risk of slips and falls, and further advice
will be presented to Council on options for mitigation.
Project Variation – Project 3
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 23 March 2021, it was resolved that Council BY ABSOLUTE
MAJORITY APPROVES the following amendments to the 2020/2021 Annual Budget:
Council Decision Item 11.6:
e) Further amendments to the 2020/2021 budget, totalling $1,665,990, as detailed in Tables
6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 in Attachment 6 resulting in a net forecasted surplus of $21,215.
Table 6.3 approved the following project amendments, with the majority of funding provided by the Federal
Government’s Local Government Roads and Community Infrastructure (LRCI) grant:
LRCI Particulars
Beatty Park Leisure Centre –
Concourse Tiling

Grant Value
$200,000

Beatty Park Leisure Centre – Repair
and Maintain Heritage Grandstand

$450,000
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Concourse tiles around indoor pool do not pass
current slip testing and require a non-slip
sealant
The Heritage Grandstand dates to the 1962
Commonwealth Games. It requires urgent
works to protect it from water ingress.
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Carry Forward Budget for FY22
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 22 June 2021, it was resolved that Council BY ABSOLUTE
MAJORITY APPROVES the 2021/2022 Annual Budget, which included the following carry forward capital
budget for this project:
Capital Budget Item
Beatty Park Leisure Centre – Facilities Infrastructure Renewal
Beatty Park Leisure Centre – Concourse Tiling
Beatty Park Leisure Centre – Repair and maintain Heritage Grandstand

FY22 Budget
$1,500,000
$165,000
$450,000

First Quarter Budget Review FY22
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 16 November 2021, it was resolved that Council BY ABSOLUTE
MAJORITY APPROVES the amendments to the 2021/2022 Annual Budget, as follows:
Capital Budget Item
Beatty Park Leisure Centre – Facilities Infrastructure Renewal
Beatty Park Leisure Centre – Concourse Tiling
Beatty Park Leisure Centre – Repair and maintain Heritage Grandstand

FY22 Budget
$1,034,391
$99,738
$450,000

Additionally, Council approved an amendment to:
c) Remove “Beatty Park Leisure Centre – Electrical Infrastructure Renewal” expenditure of
$300,000, resulting in a net increase in the Capital Expenditure Budget of $18,303; and
d) A net increase in the opening surplus of $1,076,504, resulting in a forecast year end
surplus at 30 June 2022 of $812,631.
DETAILS:
Project Management – Beatty Park Infrastructure Works – FY21
In FY21, the City of Vincent managed a large capital works program at Beatty Park Leisure Centre in
response to potential critical asset failure.
The initial program of works related to replacing the indoor pool tiles which were delaminating. This became
urgent, as the delaminated tiles became a point of failure and the tile damage continued to spread. Areas of
the indoor pool were fenced off from the public to prevent injury.
While the pool was emptied and the tiling was replaced, the City undertook to renew the pool filtration
system, located under the tiling. This piece of work was complex, and the quotations received during the
tender process exceeded the allocated budget. Council approved an additional $300,000 for this work,
however during course of the project, other issues were uncovered resulting in increased cost and scope for
this part of the project. The City applied Federal government COVID stimulus grant funding (LRCI) of
$270,557 to assist in covering the cost of this part of the project.
At the time of replacing the indoor pool tiling, testing was done on the tiling that surrounded the indoor pool.
Concerns were raised about the slip rating for the concourse tiling. Council approved an increase to project
scope for the City to replace the concourse tiling, taking the opportunity to do this while the indoor pool was
closed to the public. This part of the project was also covered by an additional LRCI grant of $200,000.
The City completed additional works on the concourse to improve its functionality and accessibility. This
included removing garden beds to enlarge traffic areas for wheelchairs and prams. Electrical points were
raised from floor level to provide a better separation from the wet area and pool deck showers and change
rooms were installed.
While the tiling and filtration projects were being undertaken, the indoor children’s slide and other pool toys
(e.g., frog) were removed. This required the children’s slide to be replaced as it was unable to be refitted.
Following patron, staff and elected member feedback, Council approved an increase in scope and budget to
change the children’s slide from a single slide to double slide.
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While the pool was closed, Beatty Park management also took the opportunity to complete maintenance
work, including painting, ventilation, and lighting, which was funded from existing operational budgets.
During the project, multiple challenges were experienced which impacted time and budget. The most
significant of these were the bringing forward of the project to avoid critical failure, arrival of the pandemic
and multiple COVID shutdowns, and changes to project scope to enable the City to optimise the use of
Federal Government stimulus grants. Due to the urgent response required and the need to access these
grants quickly, some degree of project planning accuracy was sacrificed, which in turn meant that original
cost estimates had a high degree of variability. During the project, material and contractor pricing also
increased, and material delivery was impacted by supply chain delays.
The indoor pool opening was delayed by 6 to 7 weeks from the original estimate. The City set a re-opening
date of 22 August, noting that Leisure Centre revenue was impacted by future delays.
As the indoor pool deck change room facilities would not be completed during this closure period a
temporary dividing wall was installed on the pool deck to allow the centre to re-opened.
Project Closure – Beatty Park Infrastructure Works – Phase 1
Administration recommends closing out the existing project as Phase 1, and re-baselining the project from 1
November 2021 forward. The Project Closure and Lessons report for Phase 1 of the Beatty Park Leisure
Centre Infrastructure Works is at Attachment 1.
The Project Closure and Lessons report also identifies many benefits achieved, in addition to the original
project benefits expected, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aboriginal artwork integrated into the indoor pool tiling – thematically supporting swim school stages
Children’s water playground provides increased access and participation for disabled children (e.g.
wheelchair access)
Improved access on the pool deck for wheelchairs, prams, and other mobility issues
Improved electrical compliance, with power points relocated to safer locations
Maintenance of the indoor pool environment, including painting, replaced lighting and ventilation
Improved amenities around the indoor pool, including movable furniture, surfboard showers and
bungalow change rooms. The latter two amenities have reduced pressure on change room facilities
within the centre.

Change to Strategic Project – Beatty Park Infrastructure Works – Phase 2
Administration seeks approval of a revised project scope and budget for Beatty Park Infrastructure Works.
This involves updating the Corporate Business Plan Strategic Project #3, with two Projects on a Page
(PoaPs) for:
•
•

[Retained/Unchanged] PoaP 3.1 Beatty Park 2062 Advocacy (Attachment 2); and
[New/Amended] PoaP 3.2 Beatty Park 2062 Infrastructure Works – Phase 2 (Attachment 3)

This will entirely replace the Project on a Page approved 30 June 2021 (Attachment 4). Remaining project
deliverables (not defined in Attachments 2 or 3) will be managed via the Council-approved capital works
program.
Multiple Year Delivery
This project will continue through FY22 and FY23, and unexpended monies at 30 June 2022 will be carried
forward to FY23.
This complex, large project experienced many challenges, many arising from COVID-related issues
(lockdowns and supply chain problems) and opportunities (grant funding and using the pool closure for other
works).
The project has been used as a case study project for the City of Vincent to better understand how the
project management framework can provide improved governance.
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CONSULTATION/ADVERTISING:
Not applicable
LEGAL/POLICY:
This project is managed in accordance with the City of Vincent’s Project Management Framework.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Medium: It is medium risk for Council to approve the project change request, noting a 20% contingency.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS:
This is in keeping with the City’s Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:
Connected Community
Our community facilities and spaces are well known and well used.
We are an inclusive, accessible and equitable City for all.
We have enhanced opportunities for our community to build relationships and connections with each other
and the City.
Our many cultures are celebrated.
We recognise, engage and partner with the Whadjuk Noongar people and culture.
Thriving Places
Our town centres and gathering spaces are safe, easy to use and attractive places where pedestrians have
priority.
We encourage innovation in business, social enterprise and imaginative uses of space, both public and
private.
Our physical assets are efficiently and effectively managed and maintained.
Innovative and Accountable
Our resources and assets are planned and managed in an efficient and sustainable manner.
Our community is aware of what we are doing and how we are meeting our goals.
Our community is satisfied with the service we provide.
We are open and accountable to an engaged community.
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS:
This is in keeping with the following key sustainability outcomes of the City’s Sustainable Environment
Strategy 2019-2024.
Water Use Reduction/Water Quality Improvement
PUBLIC HEALTH IMPLICATIONS:
This is in keeping with the following priority health outcomes of the City’s Public Health Plan 2020-2025:
Increased physical activity
FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
Phase 1 – Expenditure vs Budget
Planned Budget Spend (Total Program)
Planned Budget Spend (Filtration/Pool Tiling/Concourse Tiling
Tenders only)
Actual Spend (Filtration/Pool Tiling/Concourse Tiling)
Item 7.11
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(includes contract variations and costs outside of tender costs
including demolition and earthworks, essential electrical works,
consultants fees for design, supervision and certification and
additional construction/maintenance work).
Budget Remaining

Actual budget spent confirmed by Finance:

(includes $470,557 of LRCI Grant
Funding)

$644,369
(includes $450,000 of LRCI Grant
Funding)
30 October 2021

Phase 2 – Cost Estimates
Phase 2 of the project is estimated to cost $1.8M, requiring an increase in the Annual Budget 2021/22, for
capital expenditure, of $1,155,631 as follows:

Repair and maintain Heritage
Grandstand (Water Ingress).
Grant funded from LRCI $450K
Construction and fit out of indoor
pool change rooms with disability
access, associated structural
works to existing building
Electrical Works – Heritage
Grandstand

Cost Estimate

Confidence
Interval

$450,000

+20%

Available
Budget

Budget
Deficit

$450,000
(Grant funded)

$850,000

+20%

$500,000

+20%

$1,800,000

+20%

$194,369

$655,631

$500,000
$644,369

$1,155,631

Cost Estimation – Confidence Level and Assumptions
Confidence Level - There is a high degree of uncertainty contained within existing cost estimates, indicated
by the confidence interval of +20%.
The cost estimates are informed by the following assumptions.
Category

Assumption

Delivering works in a 1962 Heritage asset

Scope of works can be defined and planned, without
significant issues arising

Procurement

-

Supply of labour and materials

Contracts provide a degree of certainty on the supply of
contractors/labour and materials

Continuity of Beatty Park operations

Minimal disruption to Beatty Park operations, or tenant
operations

COVID lockdowns

Minimal interruption to project delivery, or alternately,
interruptions can be managed

Project Management

Time, scope and cost of the project will be adequately
managed through the procurement, contract management
and project management frameworks.

Item 7.11
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Funding Allocation
A further $1,155,631 is required to fund Phase 2, and Council is requested to allocate these funds from
Federal government grant funding (LRCI Grant #3) and the available operating surplus:
Source
LRCI Grant #3
Drawn from Operating Surplus
Total

Item 7.11
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$541,144
$614,487
$1,155,631
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